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The Galician Choir Stalls
Iconography of Parallelisms
and Survival of the Margins
Andres A. Rosende Valdes
Galicia, the region of northwest Spain, contains some of the richest
patrimony of medieval choir stalls. It offers us three valuable
ensembles from the first half of the sixteenth century: the
Monastery of San Salvador of Celanova (Ourense), the Cathedral of
Mondoiiedo (Lugo), and the former collegiate church of Xunqueira
of Ambia (Ourense). Chronologically and stylistically they are
distinguishable from each other,1 however, by the three display
points of contact in their figurative motifs. In the first two, the
dominant iconography is medieval, and in Ambia we have a case of
survival at the conclusion of the Middle Ages.

Choir Stalls of the Late Middle Ages in Galicia
With respect to San Salvador, the most distinguished model of choir
stalls of the late medieval period in Galicia, and, to a lesser extent
Mondonedo, adornment dominates the imaginative motifs, which
in turn occupy residual spaces. Here, the iconography is not
systematically worked into a program but raises questions on
certain aspects of the moral code in human life
The motifs on the choir stalls are primarily for embellishment and
secondly for their significance. In this way the choir stalls are
transformed into a giant exposition of miscellaneous character
which reconstructs visually a part of our history, with its essence

1

Los margenes cronologicos para la silleria alta de Celanova oscilarian
entrelos ultimos aiios del siglo XV y los primeros del siglo XVI, mientas
que la silleria de Mondonedo podria fecharse hacia la tercera decada y la
de Xunqueira de Ambia en la siguiente, cf. Andres A. Rosende Valdes, Los
refranes en las sillerias de coro de Celanova y Mondonedo", Boletin
Auriense, 1986, 86-87, ns. 3-5.
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and customs, its grandeur and weakness. From the margins,
Celanova and Mondonedo seem to reflect a portion of medieval
society. 2

Common Themes on Galician Choir Stalls
Accordingly we see not only real animals marching before us:
eagle, beaver, deer, lion, dog, or ape; legendary beings: centaur,
mermaid, and unicorn — but also an even stranger and vaguer
zoology by which we can measure the inventive capacity of the
artists. The persisting presence of the animal in the choir stall
sculptures reminds us of the important role that animals played in
the medieval imagination. Facades, cloisters, painted murals,
manuscripts, and choir stalls have been populated by these real or
imaginary creatures that were described, for the benefit of mentors
and artists, in a number of specialized books.
Fables: the boy who cried wolf, the crow and the snake, the sickly
crow; proverbial sayings: squeeze the rope, no one knows what's in
the pot more than the spoon, put the hand to the cheek — appear on
a number of misericords and armrests, including one of Aesop's
fables on an armrest in Mondonedo. Thus we see two of the firmest
pillars of didactic literature3: the Bestiary and the Fable.
The figure of the jester — which appears often in Celanova —
announces the stupidity and the silliness of human beings.4 The
contortionist introduces us to the type of popular diversion
practiced by entertainers, part of the iconography of minstrels. The

2

Consideraciones acerca del sentido de esta iconografia "menor" en A. A.
Rosende Valdes, "Sobre la iconografia marginal de la sillerias de coro":
Celanova, Mondonedo y Xunqueira de Ambia", Cuadernos de estudios
gallegos, 1988,193-208.
3

A. A. Rosende Valdes, "Iconografia marginal: Las fibulas en las sillerias

de coro gallegas", Boletin del Museo e Instituo Camon Aznaf\ 1986,
95-114, e idem, "Los refranes...", 85-98.
4

A A. Rosende Valdes, "La representacion de los vicios en las sillerias de
coro gallegas del Renacimento, Cuadernos de Estudios Gallegos,
1984-1985, 921-435.
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image of the contortionist was intimately involved with lechery, and
the indecorous spectacle that they offered were the targets of
prudish clerics and censors;5 The defecating man, which time and
time again we have tried to understand in the light of literature and
proverbial expressions, alludes to a natural function in its
physiological misery.6
Another important motif is the fist-shaped gesture (Fig. 1), a
popular superstitious sign common in the previous centuries. It
plays a role in both sets of choir stalls, acting as an amulet which
hangs from the chimney, in Celanova, and fills corners in the
Mondonedo choir stalls.7
Also, the illusory calendars seem to have made an impression,8 even
though their images are perhaps now being interpreted in new ways.
For example, a pair of divergent heads held together at the nape of
the neck, is not necessarily an image of January, but may prefigure
an emblem Alciato identifies as Prudence. Another motif, the reaper

5

La consideration social de este personaje se encuentra bien matizada en
Las siete Partidas del Sabio Rey don Alonso el Nono, glosadas por el
licenciado Gregorio Lopez, del Consejo Real de Indias de su Majestad. Con
su repertorio muy copioso asi del texto como de la glosa, Salamanca, 1565,
Partida Vm, Tit. VI, leyes 2, 3,4,7 y 10. Y entre la bibliografia que se ha
ocupado de el destacaremos el estudio, ya clasico de Ramon Menendez
Pidal, Poesia juglaresca y juglares. Aspectos de la historia literaria y
cultural de Espafla. Buenos Aires, 1942.
6

L. Maeterlink, Le genre satirique, fantastique et licencieux dans la
sculpture flamande et wallone. Les misericordes des stalles (art et
folklore), Paris, 1920 especialmente 294 y 296; Isabel Mateo Gomez, "El
Roman de Renard" y otros temas literarios de las sillerias de coro goticas
espanolas", ArchivoEspanoldeArte, 1972,393-94, idem, Temas profanos
en la escultura gotica espanola. Las sillerias de coro. Madrid, 1979,
136-38; y A.A. Rosende Valdes, "Algunos temas profanos de la sillerias
de coro gallegas", Brigantium, 1984-85,172-76.
7

A.A. Rosende Valdes, "Algunos temas...", 176-180.

8

Para una vision general del mensario cf. Manuel Antonio Castiiieiras
Gonzalez, El calendario medieval hispano (siglos XI-XFV), Salamanca,
1996.
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preparing to harvest his crops, traditional representation of the
month of July or August, is labeled "Constancy" by Sebastian of
Covarrubias.9
We cannot ignore the large number of misericords at Celanova nor
the decorations of grimacing heads in Mondonedo that clearly
belong to the field of humor. These sculptures are designed only to
show man in ridiculous situations. The heads of animals, and their
exaggerated distortions, cannot avoid the grotesque.10
In the context of the late medieval choir stalls religious satire
cannot be omitted. The monk who carries a pigskin wine sack on his
back is denouncing the clergy's excessive fondness for drink
(Fig. 2). The parody of the fox preaching to the hens manifests the
hypocrisy of the church. The religious transformed into animals
assume the sins that these animals symbolize. The ape wearing a
monk's hood announces the lecherous behavior of the clergy. These
are only a few of the images used to show the state of relaxation of
the ecclesiastical class.11
However, not all the carvings are reduced to the type of
iconography that we are describing. Many consoles in Celanova
record different aspects of monastic life (Fig. 3). A small cycle —
a testimonial — conjures up the shape of a life to come whose end
was the possession of God through the practice of evangelical
counsel and the total detachment of everything that tied man to the

9

Alciato, Emblemas, ed. A. Cargo de M. Soria, Madrid, 1975. Emblema
XVIII, 193, y Sebastian de Covarrubias Orozco, Emblemas Morales,
Madrid, 1610, ed. Facsimile, Madrid, 1978, Centuria I. Emblema, 33.1.
Mateo Gomez (Temas profanos..., 226 y ss.) seiialo la posibilidad de
asignar a estas imageries otras acepciones, sobre esto vease tambien A.A.
Rosende Valdes, "Cardcter emblemdtico de las sillerias de coro gallegas",
Goya 1985, 9-10 y 14.
10

A.A. Rosende Vald&, "Algunos temas...", 180-193.

11

A.A. Rosende Valdes, **La satira religiosa en las sillerias de coro de
Calanova y Mondonedo", iCuadernoa de Estudios gallegos, 1989,
251-280.
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land.12 The images of the monastic official, without whom
communal life would have been impossible, could serve as a
preface for a thematic change. Among scenes of profane character
are others of biblical origin, like the cluster of grapes from Canaan,
and Samson and David slaying the lion, passages that exegetes
would interpret as prefigurations of the New Testament.
Nevertheless, it is the presence of the angel that monopolizes
religious themes; angels bearing the instruments of the passion echo
the call that intones the start of matins. They were united with the
monks to praise God, representing the mystic lamb, whose victory
is proclaimed by both heaven and earth.
Parallelism in the Royal Hospital of Santiago:
Some "Margins" in Stone
These and other themes confirm that both sets of choir stalls
maintain the pulse of the medieval tradition, although it is firmer in
Celanova. The Galician sculpture follows the iconographic
traditions that dominate the close of the Gothic Age. At the
iconographic level, in the Royal Hospital of Santiago there is a
plethora of contemporary parallelism. The construction of the
hospital was undertaken mainly by the city, and the region, at the
start of the sixteenth century. Courtyards still sustain with a
hundred ledges the woodwork in the hallways, even if it is no
longer the original paneling. What is important is that within this
woodwork lives a rich ensemble of carvings whose themes were
extracted, for the most part, from marginal repertories of the choir
stalls. Not only are these sculptures chronologically related but they
are also similar in disposition and theme; they emerge from the
same environment, and on occasion, from the same source. At this
time we cannot analyze the rich series in detail, but the selection of
a few motifs will permit us to confirm their relationship.
In the Royal Hospital there is no program in the sense of interwoven
themes but there are styles that intermittently stress some specific
concepts. We should not forget, however, that the idea of program

12

A A. Rosende Valdes, "Un ciclo de la vida monasterio en la silleria alta

del monasterio de Celanova", en Estudios sobre Historia delArte ofrecidos
alProf Dr. D. Ramdn Otero Tunez en su 65 cumpleanos, Santiago, 1993,
277-295.
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in the Middle Ages is different from that of the formula adopted at
the start of the Renaissance. On the other hand, we have to take into
account the possibility that the positions of the consoles that we are
about to study are not the originals due to the fact that the
courtyards, before their imminent ruin, were remodeled a few years
before they were razed. Even if they had been maintained they
would have lost the essence of their old prototypes.
Margins in the Western Courtyard
The first segment to be considered in the western courtyard is one
formed by the consoles — perhaps five of them, if you include the
collaterals — thefirstof which shows a naked couple covering their
genitals with both hands (Fig. 4). This is clearly a representation of
Adam and Eve after their fall from grace and forcefully supports the
idea that man's first sin was, above all, of a sexual nature. The act
of disobedience was the immediate consequence of lust for the
flesh. The sexual distinctions between man and woman prevented
the procreation of life in an angelical and asexual way.13 The need
to hide their nakedness denounces them as sinners. They are
positioned strategically, framed on one side by a skull and on the
other by the rear view of a nude figure. The dorsal figure, hands on
his buttocks, makes an obvious gesture of anal exhibitionism
(Fig. 5) and seems to announce that lechery is a shortcut to death.14

"Francisco Javier Perez Carrasco, Ascetismo e ideologia monastica en la
escultura de San Pedro de Tejada (Burgos)", Cuadernos de Arte e
lconografia, T. VI, no 11, Madrid, 1993,204-205.
14

No es facil determinar el sexo de este personaje, que podria tratarse de un
simple exhibicionista anal, pero tambien apuntar en dirreccion a aquellas
imageries de parturientas que separan las nalgas con las manos para facilitar
el nacimiento (cf. FJ. Perez Carrasco, "Ascetismo...", Lim LXII,fig.3, y
MA. Castineiras Gonzalez, "Arte romanico y reforma eclesiastica", en Las
religiones en la Historia de Galicia, Semata 7-8, 1995, fig. 6) Se habra
perdido su sentido y el escultor se limita a reproducer una formula sin
comprender su alcance, o se trata, m&s bien, de que habna mantenido tal
vigencia que Uego un momento en que ya no era necesario hacer mas
explicita la representation? No es ftcil, al menos de momento, decantarse
por una u otra option, pero de cualquier modo servina como alusion
moralizante y despectiva de la condition humana, y, en caso de
exhibicionismo gratuito, ademas, claramente condenatoria.
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Matrimony was the outcome of the fall of man, which in the eyes of
the moralist was the least of all evils, since it was the most
appropriate means to end sexual disorder and orient man towards
procreation.15 However the flesh continued to be an obstacle to the
Christian man's struggle to achieve perfection, which would only
be the case if pleasure were the essential motivation for human
behavior. To emphasize this point, the skull is rounded
suggestively.
The hospital series follows through on these concepts, although
with a broadened sequence: a woman in an obscene position, a
defecating man, a monstrous animal, a contortionist that borders on
obscenity, another defecating man, an ape, a country bumpkin, and
a stag. A redundance, as we can see, that seems to anthologize the
most frequent images that portray lechery as a primary source of
behavior.
The first case deals with a shameless woman, an example of rural
romanticism (Fig. 6). If we rely on this iconography in the two
courtyards, her naked figure is an exception, and her expression is
seductive. Her modest counterparts are trying to avoid showing
their sex; she does not seem to have the least interest in hiding it.
Furthermore it is probable that she is positioned for the sole pretext
of showing it, as Witkowski16 would say, "les battants de la parte du
paradis tereste", "mais aussi celles de renfer" as any moralist would
annotate.17
To one side, a companion, also naked and in a similar stance, is
shown during the last phase of digestion, a theme that, in the
Middle Ages, judging from the space dedicated to it, seems to be a
favored decoration for the "margins" in the churches — the ramps,
the misericords, and the armrests of choir stalls.

15

F J. Perez Carrasco, "Ascetismo...", 206.

16

GJ. Witkowski, L'art Chretien. Ses licences. Complement de Van
profane a Veglise. France etetranger, Paris, 1912. 10.
17

Cf. A modo deejemplo, nuestra figura con aquella otra - aunque mucho
mis provocativa- de uno de los canecillos de San Pedro de Tejada (FJ.
P6rez Carrasco, "Ascetismo...", lam. LXI1,fig.2).
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A monstrous animal follows, which resembles the state to which a
man is reduced when dominated by his senses. Continuing on one
of the consoles in the corner we see how a naked young man with
his body facing the void manages to extend his trunk forward until
he is able to show his head through his legs, spread so we can see
the head (Fig. 7). The posture is extremely difficult to achieve and
our capable contortionist holds his legs with his hands to provide
the momentum to perform the acrobatics. The expressiveness of this
image was achieved through a formula that counts on vast parallels
with the building, human and zoomorphic figures, and gargoyles on
the main facade. The elevated position over a cornice, with its
unique optical options enables the sexual organs of the contortionist
to be particularly conspicuous. The consoles share the same optical
illusions and although the man's genitals could have been exposed,
they were not However, the particular placement of the figure — in
a comer—and its size, direct the focus of the viewer so that it falls
on the buttocks, where the chiseled anal orifice adds a highly
significant note to the carving. It is reminiscent of one of the
musicians "en plein vent" entertaining in what Rabelais would
designate as "baritoner du cul",18 a common occupation in the field
of medieval obscenities.19
Next to the flatulent man, a boy holds a barrel on his lap, so that the
carving appears to be reduced to a cask endowed with arms and legs
(Fig. 8). Hie presence of this image is explained by the fact that the
Compostellan series is not limited to a few images alluding to the
sin of lechery, but also includes its causes, one of which is
inebriation. The fact that not only literature but also visual arts
dedicated special attention to this aspect of gluttony is justified
since the disproportionate inclination towards wine was understood
to be a particular stimulus for all types of corruption, especially for
the sins of wrath and lechery. As S t Paul had sanctioned: "And be
not drunk with wine, wherein is excess" (Eph. 5,18).

18

GJL. Witkowski, Uart Chretien..., 20.

19

Tambien las sillerias se hacen cargo de este tipo de representation, vease
sino nuestra fig. 8, que decora el friso del guardapolvo de la silleria de la
catedral de Leon.
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The series continues with another man defecating. By his side
stands an ape, an animal that has been identified with the devil and
with major sins, including lasciviousness. The extreme inclination
toward lust and obscenity of this quadruped allocated it, in the
Middle Ages, as the herald of lechery, in competition with the pig.20
The next console is decorated with a head wearing a hood, an item
well documented in the field of rustic iconography21 (Fig. 9). It
appears to establish a close relationship between rusticity and the
old custom of representing the members of rural society through the
functions of the bowels. 22 The sequence closes with the head of a
stag, a symbol of lasciviousness upon which we will not comment
here.23
In all the above cases we are not just dealing with accidental and
involuntary partial nudity or the simple casualness that formed part
of the "topicaridicula" of literature and medieval art,24 but more so
a shameless and brazenly provocative exhibition of a humoristic
and popular tone. The audacious display of the buttocks and/or the

20

J.W. Jansen, Apes and Ape Lore in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,
London, 1952, reimpresion Niendeln/Liechtenstein, 1976,26-276; Guy de
Tervarent, Attributs et symboles dans Fart profane 1450-1600.
Dictionnaire d'un langage perdu, Genfcve, 1958, cols. 354-355; Louis
Reau, Iconographie de Van Chretien, Paris, 1955-1959, I, 131; V H .
Debidour, Le bestiaire sculpte du Moyen Age en France, Strasbourg, 1961,
320.
21

Serafm Moralejo Alvarez, "Marcolfo, el Espinario, Pnapo: un testimonio
iconografico gallego", en Primera Reunion Gallega de Estudios Cldsicos,
(Santiago-Pontevedra, 2-4 Julio 1979), Santiago, 1981, 347-348.
22

Ibidem, 348-349, n. 43.

23

Pensamos que desde Plinio (Histoire naturalle, avec la traduction en
firangais par NJE. Littre, Paris, 1850-1855, VIII, 72, 3) se ha mantenido este
tipo de consideration, aunque esta no sea exclusiva.
24

" N o hay nada mas comico para el hombre medieval que ver un
desnudamiento involuntario", algo, por otra parte muy frecuente, q u e
forma parte del patrimonio folklorico de todos los tiempos (E.R. Curtius,
Literatura europea y Edad Media latina, Mexico, 1955, n, 615-618.
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genitals is a rude reference to human physiological and sexual
functions, whose theme does not differ, as we have already said,
from those on the choir stalls. It is the same iconography adapted
from the margins of choir stalls to other margins, in this case the
consoles in the courtyards of the hospital, unseen by inattentive
spectators, and, let it be known, that is the case for many scholarly
historians who have entered this building.
Entertainment and instruction joined hands once again, forming a
controlled escape valve of humor aiming with subversive instincts
to establish morals while pretending to stop them, — or at least, that
was the prevailing opinion. The aim of these repertoires was to call
attention to the moral disorder, presenting it as something ludicrous
with the intent to degrade the most common actions. The mockery
is, in this case, a primordial agent of the moral inventive. Perhaps
it not going too far to remember all that is related to sexuality as
demonstrated in its physiological misery — "inter feceset urinam",
paraphrasing St Augustine. For this reason, genital exhibition in
the medieval church is usually accompanied by anal exhibition and
these sexual acts alternate occasionally with excretion.25
Consistent with the fact that life cures itself of a defect by evil
rather than by a good act, glorifies virtue and stigmatizes sins, the
Middle Ages, through vulgar humor, frequently opted to take the
moral disorder to the ridiculous extreme.
It is not coincidence that in the same series we find next to the
exhibitionists and dubious acrobats, apes, drunkards, and other
images that allude to lechery and other capital sins.26

Margins in the Eastern Courtyard
When we move to the eastern courtyards, we find a repertoire with
similar characteristics. Likewise the lovers appear here and the
excreting man..., although there are new themes like the wildman,
the mennaid and the bagpiper, using an enriched vocabulary but

25

Para el sentido que aqui se ha dado a estas imigenes vease el excelente
trabajo de S. Moralejo Alvarez, "Marcolfo...", 349 y n. 43.
26

Ibidem, 344-345.
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without a change of syntax or language. Thus, along the same line
that we have seen in the western courtyard, a sequence is formed
first by the lovers — dressed on this occasion in the style of the
times — in which the mere gesture of the man resting his hand on
his lover's breast is sufficiently explicit to reveal the meaning of the
scene without using a more obscene image (Fig. 10).27
Immediately afterwards, occupying a corner console, we find the
wildman, a character that occupies a distinguished place between
the "mirabilia" that enriched the Middle Ages by adding fantasy to
fantasy and surprise to surprise. The unmistakable aspect of this
hairy being, his aggressive character, his way of life apart from the
civilization that forces him to live in the forest almost assimilating
with the fauna, and the use of brutal force to satisfy his most
elemental instincts, identifies him as an animal and justifies his
inclusion in Richard deFournivaTs manual of moralized zoology.
Precisely, as an inferior being, he had made his way into the plastic
arts, incarnating the baser instincts of man and sharing with the ape,
with which he is often associated, the main symbol of sensuality.28
The third image of the series that could possibly be incorporated
into the following one accompanies one of the naked defecators, a
figure tied by a rope at the waist to immobilize the lower half of the
body. This was an old formula to punish those who were not able to
control their desires.29

27

Reproduction del tema en arquivoltas, canecillos y capitelos en Angel del
Olmo Garcia y Basilio Varas Verano, Romdnico erotico en Cantabria,
Palencia, 1988,51,61,73,78 y 84; y pava sillerias en Dorothy and Henry
Kraus, The Hidden World of Misericords, New York, 1975, 19 fig. 7.
28

Maria Luisa Caturla, Arte de epocas inciertas, Madrid, 1944; Jose Maria
de Azcarate, "El tema iconogr&fico del salvaje", Archivo Espanol de Arte,
1948; R. Bernheimer, Wiktmen in the Middle Ages: A Study in Art,
Sentiment and Demonology, Cambridge-Harvard, 1952; A.A. Rosende
Valdes, "El tema del 'salvaje' en las sillerias de Mondoiiedo y Xunqueira
de Ambia", Boletin del Seminario de Estudios de Arte y Arqueologia, 1986.
29

M.A. Castiiieiras Gonzalez, "Arteromanico...", 321-322.
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Another group consists of a defecator and a bagpiper. This last
figure deals with a theme not at all strange in Galicia since the
region has preserved the ancient form of the instrument.30 His
position next to the defecating young man makes it appear as if the
rhythm follows that of the obscene act Certain notes of the
bagpipes can resemble the expulsion of intestinal gas, a reverse
onomatopoeia but, without a doubt, effective. We have talked about
the obstinate couple — whose placement far in the background
obliges us to be wary. However, this group can be enlarged with a
third character, the contortionist, a figure frequently associated with
musicians and others from the moment that the acrobat thrusts his
head between his legs under his buttocks. The group is intimately
associated with lechery through its audacious hymns, dances, and
acrobatic scenes designed to corrupt the spirit.31
The next couple surges from the bestiary world because here, as in
the choir stalls, we can observe the impact of the real and fantastic
animals that constituted simultaneously manuals of natural history
and compendia of Christian doctrine. Mermaids, of mythological
origin yet symbols of lust, are frequent visitors to the choir stalls
(Fig. 11). The opposition between the pernicious and tempting
songs that they embody,32 and the life and hope in the voices of the
ministers of God, guaranteed their success from their first sightings
through happy and prosperous strolls through several centuries, in

30

Antonio Blanco Freijeiro, "Cultura y simbolismo del cerdo", en Historia
16, no. 81,113.

31

Paralelismo tematico con nuestra representation ofrecen los canecillos
que coronan la puerta romMca de la capilla del. Pilar de la catedral de Lugo
o la fachada occidental de Santa Tome de Serantes (Ourense), pero tambien
los apoyamanos delas sillenas, alguno de los cuales repite el mismo cliche
figurativo, que vuelve a aparecer en alguna que otra cenefa arquitect6nica
de la epoca (Cf. Fernando Lopez-Rios Fernandez, Arte y medicina en las
misericordias de los cows espaOoles, Salamanca, 1991, (125 fig. 45; 127
fig. 49).
32

Ya Plinio {Historia naturalle X, 70,1), al ocuparse de ellas, las presenta
como seres "que encantan y adormecen a los hombres, para destrozarlos
luego durante el sueno".
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such a way that in the XVI century the theme was still popular.33
The mermaid-fish, converted a long time ago from its volatile
precedent and as representative of diabolic temptation,34 is how we
see her at the Royal Hospital. Seductress and temptress, who
exercises her power not only through her voice and the soft melody
of her instruments, but also with her beauty and her charms, two
aspects of seduction that her iconography emphasized.
Next to the mermaid-musician, we have another mermaid, an image
of vanity, armed with comb and mirror, that could illustrate the
comment that Matfre Eomenglaud made in his Breviario d' Amore
when talking about his wife in terms of lechery: "In a lot of ways
they sin and make others fall in said sin, since they look at each
other intensely, powder themselves, and comb their hair in an
exaggerated manner, and they do this so that all who see them will
desire and woo them".35 Comb and mirror, and also long flowing
hair are, after all, attributes of seduction, "a voluptuous trap that the
preachers compared to an aphrodisiastic net".36
But the truth is that, when we perceive her presence, almost in an
instinctive way, we feel induced to look from one side to the other
for her companion, the centaur. The coupling was born of the

33

Sirva c o m o ejemplo de ello la obra de Juan Perez de M o y a (Filosofia
secreta, Barcelona, 1977, 171-177), que se ocupa ampliamente del tema.
Pero es quiz& en los emblemata de los siglos XVI y XVII donde se
continue mejor el simbolismo que la tradicion habia mantenido sobre estos
seres fabulosos. Alciato (Emblemas, 188-189), Juan de Covarrubias y
Horozco (Emblemas Morales, Zaragoza, 1604, Libro II, fol. 59), Sebastian
de Covarrubias y Orozco (Emblemas..., Centuria I, fol. 94) y otros muchos
no omiten en su obra el tema de la sirena, que se habia convertido en cita
casi obligada de este tipo de libros.
34

Buena parte de los Bestiarios hicieron hincapie en el poder cautivador d e
su diabolico cantico (Cf. Bestiaires du Moyen Age, Paris, 1980, 34-35,
85-86,179-180 etc.).

35

Citado por Santiago Sebastian L o p e z , "El artesonado de la catedral d e
Teruel c o m o Imago Mundi", en Actas del II Symposio internacional de
mudejarismo. Arte, Teruel, 1 9 8 2 , 1 5 4 .
36

L. Reau, Iconographie...,

1,123.
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simple fact that in the Physiologus, the popular natural history
book, they were placed one following the other.37 Here we should
not feel disappointed for a short distance away, on a diagonal, we
locate this other hybrid born of the sacrilegious passion of Ixion.
Mythology had made the centaur into a savage, embedded in the
most unbridled instincts, and therefore, apt to turn itself into the
image of the man that lets himself be driven by untamable
passion.38
In the end, this series is interpermeated with isolated images of
variable sizes like the one that shows us the eagle using his beak
and claws to catch what seems to be a hare (Fig. 12). The scene is
clearly related to a misericord in the Cathedral of Barcelona and to
a relief in Leon, where the prey is a lamb. The same theme is shown
in an engraving that illustrates one of the emblems of J. W. Zincgraff
(Fig. 13), in which an eagle has also grasped a hare in his beak. The
emblems may help us understand the nature of our sculptures,39 for
even when the emblem is of a later era than the sculpture, we know
that it uses the images and adopts meanings that have already been
used.40 In this case we would have to accept the image as a warning
to the conceited:
Praetentant Vires
Vous qui vous engaguez en carriere trop large
De cest' aigle prenez un bon enseignement.
II vaut mieux tout quitter, qu'apres honteusement

37

Phisiologus Latinus Versio Y, ed de F . C Carmody, University
California Publications in Classical Philology, XII, 1 9 4 1 , 1 1 3 - 1 1 4 .

of

38

G. De Tervarent, Attributs..., col. 64; J. Perez de Moya, Filosofia..., n,
168.

39

J.W. Zincgraff, Emblematum Ethico-politico, Francfort, 1633; I. Mateo
G o m e z (Temas profanos..., 42) es quien ha Uamdo la atencion sobre el
parentesco que existe entre las escenas de Barcelona y Leon y la imagen
que ilustra el emblema de Zincgraff.
40

Cf. A . A . Rosende Valdes, "Caracter emblematico...", 8-16.
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Succomber soubs le faix d'une trop grande charge.41
Marginal Images and Morality
We could continue listing the motifs that, as a group or an isolated
occurence, decorate the courtyards of the Hospital, but for our
purposes it is more important to make clear two points. The first is
that the insistent "morality" of the iconography in an important
monument of civil architecture42 will probably continue to
command attention, although in reality there is nothing strange
about this iconography. From the moment that the hospitals of the
time found that the cure of the body was indivisible from the cure
of the soul, preference was given to the soul, with the body
occupying a discrete second place. The iconography consists of a
repertoire which calls attention to itself and avoids veiled and
elliptical learning. It conveys moral counsel in a straightforward
way. It is possible that the authors and public get carried away by
the immediacy of the images and forget the moral sense that
underlies its familiar appearance.
The second point refers to the thematic and figurative affiliation of
the Compostelan cycle with iconography of the margins. In the
courtyards of the Royal Hospital some themes were similar to or
even identical with contemporary choir stalls; they seem to be based
on the same visual models. The hospital series is the meeting point
of two figurative traditions. One — formed by images of the
drunkard or exhibitionist — derived from a local tradition related
to the marginal decoration of the old romantic buildings. The other
— that includes carvings traditionally on architectural elements —
the lovers or mythological figures — identify themselves
particularly as neighbors of the "margins" of the choir stalls.

41

LOS HOMBRES PREIENCIOSOS : Vosotros que os enfrascais en una
carrera demasiado larga / De esta aguila tomad buen ejemplo. / Vale m&s
dejarlo todo, que luego vergonzosamente / Sucumbir bajo el peso de una
carga demasiado pesada.

42

Sin duda, en este emplazamiento iria bien una iconografia que recogiese
escenas de partos y otras representaciones que estan presentes en aquellas
series que inspiraron algunas de esta mensulas y que se podrian explicar no
solo baja un prisma ejemplar, sino tambien medico.
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The first forms part of a history that is purely sculptural, is related
to the stone cutters of the region and a few formal habits that were
strengthened during many generations, evidently leaving behind the
vitality of some techniques and patterns. Out of context, some of
these consoles could be dated much earlier. A specific iconography
had been added to the technical routine, that is not in the specific
field of language of some consoles — let us think about the figure
of the drunkard in the chapel of Pilar in the Cathedral of Lugo or of
St Tome of Serantes (Ourense),43 that are restored. A section of the
consoles in the hospital is redone in the same way as in the churches
— as its prototypes — with the only difference that they are a few
levels lower because of the architectural placements.
The second track seems to point to the fact that the wood was
introduced to stone. Now it is the images of the choir stalls that
seem to mark the way for the stone cutters, as if they were obliged
to amplify its repertoire with help from the sculptors from the end
of the Middle Ages, of the "birth" — often known as the "rebirth"
— of a profane iconography that soon codified its own ironic
guidelines, even though the origin of the theme might have
occurred prior to the times.

The Iconographic Modernization of Choir Stalls in Galicia
The spirit that arises from the consoles of the Royal Hospital does
not differ from the one that inspired the choir stalls in Celanova and
that is shared by the Cathedral in Mondonedo. However, it is almost
non-existent in the choir stalls of the former collegiate church of
Xunqueira of Ambia, an ensemble that has passed the limits of the
medieval experience, although it still maintains some of its marks.
A new code seems to have triumphed here. Before the gothicism of
Celanova and the stylistic ambiguity of Mondonedo, the
Renaissance excels now with a new code, which imposed certain
conditions. The misericords and ramps show that the old narrative

43

En ambos casos se hace gala de una plantilla que reaparece con toda su
fuerza en el ciclo compostelano, cf. Para el caso lucense S. Moralejo
Alvarez, "Marconlfo..."344-345 y n. 33, y para el orensano
M.A.Castifieras Gonzalez, "Arteromanico...", 325-326.
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style was dissolved in favor of a simpler ornamental decor.44 What
has happened, for example, to the old moralized fauna?
In the first place, its presence has been reduced to the minimum,45
and secondly, it has probably been deprived of its significance. An
eagle on an armrest, a lion on a misericord, a bagpipe-playing pig
and the flute-playing ape about to be devoured by vegetation on one
of the reliefs of the panels is the extent of the presence of real
animals (Fig. 14).
On the contrary, the fantastic fauna appears often, but subjected to
the laws of heraldry. On the misericords and on choir stalls in
general the fabled and undefined condition of animal typology and
its dominant phytomorphic aspect exhumes them of all semantic
responsibility and reduces them to a simple exercise of decorative
dexterity (Fig. 15).
The new decor deals with some images bound more to the grotesque
of the Renaissance than to the earlier tradition. The zoological

44

En Celanova, a excepcion de los paneles her31dicos que centran los dos
ordenes de asientos, el resto de los espaldares se animan con un rico
muestrario de la ritmica ornamental flamigera, limitando el componente
figurativo a los lugares secundarios. En Mondoiiedo, si prescindimos de
los paneles her&dicos y aquellos decorados con las armae Christi del piso
superior y los salvajes vistos bajo la optica de una etnografia americanista
del primer piso, (cf. A.A. Rosende Valdes, "El tema del salvaje..." 288 y
ss.) Es a los rampantes a quienes se confia el aspecto semantico, pero en
ambos casos se mantiene un nivel de signification claro. En Xunqueira de
Ambia, en cambio, junto al dispositivo ornamental de los espaldares, los
tableros dedicados a Adan y Eva, los decorados con las annas del promotor
y las imSgenes de Pedro y Pablo que ocupan los paneles de cierre, el resto
del componente figurativo corre a cargo de una iconografia propia de los
margenes pero quiza excesivamente aminorada en su contenido, con la
excepcion si acaso del atril abacial que parece mantener un sentido mas
evidente (cf. A A. Rosende Valdes, "Imagen mitologica y alegoria profana
en el arte gallego del Renacimiento", en Jubilatio, Homenaje de la Facultad
de Geografia e Historia a los profesores D. Manuel Lucas Alvaez y D.
Angel Rodriguez Gonzalez, 1987, n, 611).
45

Tal reduccion es hoy todavia mayor debido a que una parte de la silleria
ha terminado por desaparecer ante la mas pasmosa negligencia.
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images are limited to the decoration of the ramps, reduced to a
simple playful and ornamental pretext. In our eyes, it maintains an
old principle of disposition for images that in general have
surpassed the traditional significance and go no further than the
endless chains of motifs belonging to the decoration of the
renaissance. Those animals that conveyed ethical counsel are
absent. The same can be said for the sphinx, tritons, griffins or
shrews that populate various misericords. The simple fact is that
their heraldic connection devalues them and reduces them to a
simple excercise of purely visual recreation.
Occasionally the content parameters clearly are maintained and
form an integral composition — as in the case of the putto that
prepares to shoot arrows at a dragon, welding the old cliche of
psychological manipulation with the fight of good versus evil
(Fig. 16). On the other hand, while one or another liturgical angel
is present, those themes associated with the proverbs, fables, satire
or sins are substituted by others of long standing classical tradition.
The old Eros or cupids are now turned into putti. Various
misericords fall under this domain, adding a fresh and humorous
note to the choir stalls like the infantile images that make a minimal
attempt at play, either by chasing or mounting animals with a
ribbon.
There is no doubt that we find ourselves before the classical
precedents of the Renaissance, in a playful key; the nature of these
small chubby figures was originally different. Formally and
iconographically these images are the same as those in the friezes
or the gorgeous arabesque panels that convert the choir stalls to the
best model of the grotesque that has been consecrated in Galicia.
The images are classic, inoffensive, and also enchanting forms with
which we can embellish the house of God.
The truth is that the majority of the decorations of the choir stalls
could be considered grotesque, especially the impressive dorsal
panels. They are adorned with inconsistent images that, during the
extended time of prayer, like the drolleries of the books of hours,
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momentarily attracted attention and are relaxing. However, due to
their incoherence, they do not linger in the memory.46
And if the artists of this day and age took the liberty to leave
obscene and humoristic images on choir stalls, the new ornamental
mode offers greater free play to the imagination. The cost of these
changes is the loss of significant content in favor of the purely
formal.
The classical themes of our choir stalls were modernized in
accordance with the new age. The church did not oppose classical
culture; on the contrary, it was one of its supporters. The clergy
accepted much of the ancient beauty, and it made possible a change
of course in the decoration of the choir stalls. In Galicia only one
example remains with a total revision of the iconographic devices,
that uses freely the backs and canopies of the choir stalls to
formulate its ethical instruction.

Department of Geography and History
University of Santiago
Santiago de Compostello, Spain

46

EJ-LGombrich, El sentido del orden. Estudio sobre la psicologia de las
artes decorativas, Barcelona, 1980, 346.
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Fig. 1: Gesture

San Salvador de Celanova

Fig. 2: Monk Carries Wineskin

San Salvador de Celanova
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Fig. 3: Monastic Life
San Salvador de Celanova

Fig. 4: Adam and Eve
Hospital Real de Santiago
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Fig. 5: Anal Exhibitionism
Hospital Real de Santiago

Fig. 6: Shameless Woman
Hospital Real de Santiago
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Fig. 7: Contortionist

Hospital Real de Santiago

Fig. 8: Boy with Barrel
Cathedral de Leon
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Fig. 9: Hooded Head
Hospital Real de Santiago

Fig. 10: Lovers
Hospital Real de Santiago
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Fig. 11: Siren
Hospital Real de Santiago

Fig. 12: Eagle and Hare
Hospital Real de Santiago
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Fig. 13: Eagle and Hare
J.W.Zincgraff
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Fig. 14: Detal of Guardapolvo
Xunqueira de Ambia
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Fig. 15: Animal Armrest
Xunqueira de Ambia

Fig. 16: Putto and Dragon
Xunqueira de Ambia
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